WRITING SECTION

Part I. Read the paragraph below. Fill each gap with a word from the box. Use each word ONLY ONCE.

There are lots of rivers in Canada. They flow into Hudson Bay, the Arctic Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and the Atlantic Ocean. The St. Lawrence is the only river which flows into the Atlantic Ocean. It is shorter than the Mackenzie, (1) ________ it is the most important river in Canada (2) ________ it is a seaway for ships from the Great Lakes to the Atlantic Ocean. The river is large (3) ________ ships can carry goods easily. It is (4) ________ home to different kinds of fish (5) ________ seabirds.

Part II. Use all the information below to write a paragraph about CANADA. Use connectors like BUT, AND, SO, ALSO where possible.

second largest country / the world

North America
near the North Pole
cold climate

population / 31 million

capital / Ottawa
largest city / Toronto

official languages / English and French

mountainous country
the Rocky Mountains / west

lots of rivers
the Mackenzie / longest river

over 30 lakes
Great Bear Lake / largest lake northwest
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Part II.

CANADA

Canada stretches from the Pacific Ocean in the west to the Atlantic Ocean in the east. It ________________________________
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